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IT’S FALL Y’ALL!
And we’re off; the holiday season is upon us. The
high holidays are upon us, and a host of others.
Least us not forget, October is national vegetarian
month, not to mention having world vegetarian day
and kale day. Brandied fruit day, always a favorite,
pumpkin cheese cake day and out of respect for
those that make it all happen, old farmer’s day.
There is pet peeve week which falls in national
sarcastic month. The extensive research into this
made clear that there are those that need to find
work, pay taxes and do something useful with your
life.
We have had a host of quirky weather patterns this
year, maybe normal has gotten lost in the translation
somewhere, but Fall, seemed to happen exactly on
September 22nd. Temperature swings between night
and day went from twenty to forty, right on cue.
Trees, even in the bay area started changing colors.
Of course, pumpkins, Pomegranates and
persimmons are right on time adding their touch to
the holiday colors.
The fall colors also mark the exodos from
California to Yuma for many processors, a feat
which is absolutely amazing. 200 thousand square
feet of equipment, unbolted, loaded into semis,
shipped and reassembled over three days. All while
trying to wind up their Salinas season. As Dr. Kolb
has been trying to tell us and others in the industry
that this is the time of the year things can slip

through the cracks. Have all the needed Q/A and
Q/C personal been relocated and had a chance to
fine tune operations? Have soil and water samples
been taken? Once into the swing of the season these
things are quite routine. At first it is a little hectic.
As we mentioned before, in light of last year’s leafy
recalls we’re taking some extra precautions. As well
as taking a few extra steps here Karl will see that
our suppliers have the resources they need to do the
needed field work.
Work continues on the new digs, pun intended, 1
million pounds of cement and steel have been
removed. No, we didn’t find Hoffa. There were
hopes of finding buried treasure from the Castro or
Peralta era but no such luck. There were hopes of
maybe finding remains of a Native American
settlement. Lobby for a casino, make the wife
happy.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Red & Green Cabbage – Prices
continue to fluctuate more than what I’d like
to see but it’s part of the daily challenge of
the Produce industry. I’m trying to stick with
Salinas grown Cabbage as long as possible
to avoid the additional freight costs coming
up from Santa Maria.

Broccoli – supply is waaaaay down and
prices are waaaaay up! On a positive note,
quality is solid. When the Salinas season
runs its course, I will be looking to Santa
Maria and the SoCal desert growing areas for
product.

Cauliflower – To quickly get to the point,
Cauliflower prices are way down and demand
is almost nonexistent.

Seasonal Update:
This is the time of year when massive pieces
of the produce game get prepped to be
shuffled around the board. When the call is
made, complete processing facilities are
unbolted, split into pieces, placed on flatbed
trucks and hauled to Yuma. Preceding to
taking on this massive fete, sufficient
inventories of everything have to be picked,
washed, cut, packed and placed in storage to
make it through the downtime it takes to
transport and reassemble the processing
lines in Yuma.
The magnitude and
complexity of what goes on behind the
scenes is incredible.

Iceberg Lettuce Romaine, Red,
Green & Butter Lettuce – With the
Salinas season winding down and fields
getting tired all eyes are on Huron to fill in for
two weeks prior to the big jump to Yuma. The
move to Huron could take place anytime
between the 2nd and 4th week in October. An
interesting note. The day to day population
of Huron is around 7,000 people. During the
harvest season it swells to over 15,000
people! If you look on any of the satellite
maps you will notice that Huron is a small
town encircled by miles and miles of fields.

Celery – Salinas growers are confident
their Celery fields will make it the 2nd week of
November.
At
that
juncture,
the
responsibility will be on the growers in
Oxnard to get us through the Thanksgiving
Holiday season.

Root Vegetables – We are enjoying
No.1 quality Root Vegetables from Oregon.
Product is looking beautiful.

Green Onions – Mexico growers are
steadily recovering from the disaster that
Mother Nature inflicted on their Onion fields.
Heavy rains immediately followed by high
temperatures steamed hundreds of acres into
a wilted greenish mess. October will be a
huge improvement over last month.

Red, White & Yellow Onions –
Wholesalers are saying there is enough
inventory remaining of all Onions to extend
the California season a few more weeks. This
is fantastic news for it will create a cushion to
allow for a seamless transition to the NW
crop.

Russet Potatoes – The 2018 Russet
crop is fully harvested and carefully placed in
massive bunkers. Prices have settled down
and are about where they will remain until
Spring.
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Fingerling Potatoes – The wait for
Red and Purple Fingerlings is over. Once
again, we are featuring a mix of Yellow, Red &
Purple Fingerlings in 20lb boxes. Last year
these became a trendy item.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – The
Livingston harvest of Sweets and Yams just
finished up and it’s a good one. Last year I
briefly mentioned a new purple variety of
Sweet Potatoes. Well, they are back again
this year in increased volume. Take on the
“Purple Challenge” and see where your
creative culinary skills take you.

HAWAIIAN PAPAYAS – I am shocked and
amazed to learn how little damage Hurricane
Lane had on the Papaya crop. It dumped 52”
of rain and the Papayas were unfazed. Prices
remain stable.
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Oranges – Market prices for small 113 and
138 count Oranges are at crazy price levels.
Translated it means how can someone justify
spending so much money for so little
product. Chilean Navels are also in tight
supply and not relieving much pressure from
the market. The California Navel harvest is
penciled in to start in late October. The fruit
needs a cold snap to sweeten up. For the
sake of the fruit, we would like to have a week
worth of cold weather raise the sugar levels.
Grapefruit – I have a bunch of good news
to share regarding Grapefruit. Presently, we
are using the Summer Ruby variety out of
SoCal. It's lighter in color than the Star Ruby
but much sweeter.
Florida’s Grapefruit
season kicks off in two weeks and Texas is 23 weeks away. With additional areas coming
on line it helps to soften demand from buyers
across the country chasing California
Grapefruit.
Lemons – The California Lemon season has
begun! Chilean Lemons will be with us for a
short while longer. As soon as the supply
pipeline is full, we will stop importing
Lemons. The major impact of the new SoCal
crop won’t be felt until the 2nd or 3rd week of
October.
Carrots – Although the Bakersfield Carrot
season continues, I’ve made the jump to
Canada for our Jumbos. The Jumbos from
Canada are more consistent in size and
overall quality. With the pallets of product,
we run through our cutting/processing area
every day, it makes a big difference.
Butternut SQUASH (Conventional &

Potatoes of Color –

The Stockton
area Red/White/Yellow Potato season is done.
The quality of Potatoes packed under the
Delta Label were outstanding. BCP sends out
a big “thank you”. We are pulling loads of
product out of the Northwest. The first lots
that arrive are the Pioneer Label and quality is
excellent. Prices are up some due to higher
freight costs.

Organic) – Local grown Butternut Squash
is back in stock and I am enjoying the
superior quality. This applies to both
conventional and Organic Squash.

AVOCADOS – We are fully into Mexico
Avocados. The quality of this year’s crop is
fairly consistent, and flavor and oil content
are about right. I can let out a sigh of relief
now.
The transition went better than
expected.
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Round & Roma TOMATOES – The
doom and gloom that I shared with you last
month about the season ending early turned out
to not be the case. Plants and fruit came through
the heat wave better than anyone thought
possible which means the all-important Merced
season will be around for most of the month.
Quality considerations will be the determinate
when we start utilizing Mexico grown.
All of our Roma requirements are now coming up
from Baja. Volume and quality are good.

SQUASH – More good news. The move to
Mexico is NOW slated to take place during the
2nd week of October. What makes this such
great news is there will be an overlap between
the end of the California season and the
beginning of the Mexico season. Last month we
were looking at gapping issues. Now we just
may enjoy a couple weeks of good buys before
prices for MX Grown goes up.
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BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS –
October is the month when we say goodbye to
Dwelley Farms Green Beans and look south to
Santa Maria. It seems we are in the “bonus
round” because it’s highly likely the local season
will continue on for another 2 weeks. Year in and
year out everyone at Dwelley Farms does an
incredible job supplying us with the best and
freshest California grown Green Beans. Bay
Cities Produce says “thanks” and we will see you
again next year.

White & Yellow Corn – Brentwood
Corn has nearly run its course. Next up will be
Coachella grown until late November. After that,
Mexico will be our supplier through the end of the
year and into Spring 2019.

Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
The primary growing region for Bell Peppers
during October and into November will be the
Coachella Valley. We may need to tap Hot
House growers in Mexico for Red and Yellow
Bells. This time of the year is a challenge
sourcing good quality Bells of the right color and
of sufficient quantity.

LIMES – Veracruz grown Limes are projected
to be plentiful and reasonable throughout the
month. Word is that the crop is plentiful and
beautiful.

CUCUMBERS – The major growing area in
EGGPLANT – The Fresno Eggplant season
that was estimated to end early will be around
long enough to set the stage for the arrival of
Coachella Eggplant. This should take place
towards the end of the month. The Coachella
season will carry us along until late November
when the transition to Mexico comes to pass.

Central Mexico is up and producing good quality
Cucumbers.
By the time you receive the
Newsletter, Cuke prices should have retreated to
traditional Fall pricing.
English “Hot House” Cucumber supply continues
to emanate from Santa Maria. The plan is to
utilize domestic product through October and
then jump into Mexico grown come November.
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Chili Peppers – The switch to Mexico
grown Chili Peppers is accelerating. By the look
of it, we may be exclusively using Mexico
Peppers by mid-month.

Maradol PAPAYAS – Supply interruptus
continues to plague the smooth movement of
Papayas from Mexico into California. Mexico
Papaya’s are plentiful and readily available up
until they hit the USDA border inspection funnel.
They then crawl through the highly regimented
process before given the OK for human
consumption.

Sal’s Produce
Snapshot

California Grapes – Delano, California is
ground zero for the best quality Table Grapes and
September/October are the two best months of the
season to enjoy them. They are at their highest
sugar content, maximum flavor and lowest acidity
levels. Now is the time to bite into large, ripe and
beautiful Black, Green and Red Grapes. Next month
we will utilizing Styro packed Grapes out of cold
storage.

Apples & Pears – The Northwest Pear
harvest is full on with excellent quality D’Anjou, Red
D’Anjou and Bosc varieties. This year, the size mix is
much improved over 2017 with an ample amount of
small, medium and large sizes. If you are looking for
one of the short-term and limited Pear varieties,
please give a call.
Aside from the unique and very different California
Heirloom varieties of Apples, the Northwest crop and
harvest is the big news. There is a wide range of
exciting Apple varieties available. Please check with
our staff to see which one we are highlighting this
week.

Mangos – For the next 2-3 months it will be a
Salinas
Valley
Cello-Pack,
Spring Mix & Baby Leaf – October is
the last great month of the 2018 Salinas season prior
to the big move to Yuma. The quality level of the
various Spring Mixes and Baby Leaf items remain
high. Specialty blends, like the Asian Mix and
Arcadian remain beautiful and rapidly growing in
popularity.

mind twister keeping abreast which country is our
current source for Mangos. Until mid-month we will
be using Tommy’s from Mexico. Then, Brazilian
product will arrive and be around for a couple of
months. Also, in October, Mangos from Ecuador are
slated to arrive. This is the time of year when Mango
prices tend to max out; and, we fight for quality over
price. This month is a particularly trying time.
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California Melons – Varietal Melons are
about gone. Whatever is left out there are the last
remnants of the 2018 season. The CA Honeydew and
Cantaloupe season is quickly winding down and
Costa Rica and Guatemala are up next. If the Indian
Summer continues on we could be using domestic
product until the end of the month. Projecting that
far ahead at this time of year is wishful thinking.

California Watermelons – If the Indian
summer continues on for a bit longer we just may be
using California grown Watermelons for most of
October. They are on the smaller size but still juicy
and sweet!

Specialty Mushrooms – Slim pickings

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
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………. solely about organically grown produce.

The Capay Valley Organic growing season
is about finished. Salinas is our primary
source for most of our organic items. If the
weather stays warm a while longer we
could be enjoying Salinas Valley O-rganic®
Produce into November.

TYLER - NOL
Making Your Produce Headaches Go Away!

this month until the rains come on. We can get
Woodear and Maitake pretty redily.

Heirloom Tomatoes – October is the
month we run through the last of the California
grown Heirlooms and start considering what’s
available from Mexico. Traditionally, this is the point
in time I rail against the subpar flavor of Mexico
Heirlooms. I am pleased to say that Mexico growers
are improving their techniques and skills growing
better tasting Heirloom Tomatoes. The drop off
between a California and Mexico Heirloom is not as
steep and severe as in years past.
GREEN LEAF CROWNS & BETTER BURGER LEAF –
I am planning on another month of
excellent quality and amply supply.
Changes won’t come into play until
November.

BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION – The weather is
cooperating and so are the plants. It looks
like another 30 days of solid supply and good
quality.

Holiday Decorative Items – If you
are looking to jazz up your establishment with an
array of Holiday decorations I am your contact point.
I am dah Pumpkin Man! Ask me a question about
any decorative item and I will have an answer.

BROCCOLI AND CAULIFLOWER FLORETS – October
will be an easy go for B&C Florets. It’s the
month of November I am concerned about.
“7 X 6 ” ROMAINE HEARTS – This month could
play out in a couple of ways. We could have
CA grown throughout until we transition to
Yuma, AZ; or, we could hop to Huron for a
spell until Yuma begins.
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VARIETAL TOMATOES (SMALL) – The warm
weather has pleasantly surprised varietal
Tomato growers. Durst and Coke Farms were
allocating resources to shut down operations
and prep for next year but instead, are
continuing to pick and pack a broad range of
beautiful small Tomatoes.

BABY BEETS – Santa Maria is the current
growing region for Red, Gold and Chioggia
varieties of Baby Beets. They look fantastic
and are attractively priced.

JAPANESE/ITALIAN/CHINESE EGGPLANT –
recently transitioned to Mexico and it came
off without a single issue. Quality is superb
for all three varieties of Eggplant.
Prices
have stepped up some due to increased
shipping costs.

STRAWBERRIES & STEMBERRIES – The
Watsonville and Salinas Strawberry fields are
filled with fatigued plants. The next areas of
supply (in chronological order) are Santa
Maria, Oxnard and Mexico.

RASP,

BABY SQUASH – The season in Santa Maria
has run its course and now it’s being grown
in Mexico. Prices will take a significant
jump partly due to higher transportation
costs.

SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS – Snow Peas
out of Santa Maria are on the cusp of lasting a
little while longer or abruptly ending.
Whenever it concludes, Guatemala will be
ready to send up Snows.
Snap Pea prices are going up as production
is moving down to Mexico.

BLUE

&

BLACK

BERRIES

–

California Black and Rasp Berry fields are
about bare of pickable fruit. Blackberry
quality, in particular, varies greatly from
day to day.
California Blueberries are
finishing up and Mexico is positioned and
ready to fill in any and all supply gaps.
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JEFF’S
TRIVIA QUEST
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was: d) Korea

Halloween is a traditional celebration held on
October 31st.its a time for witches, ghosts, Dracula,
werewolves, supernatural, jack o lanterns and
nowadays creepy clowns. Children love to dress up
in Halloween costumes and go from door-to-door in
their neighborhood following the old tradition of
trick-or-treating, collecting sweets and gifts and
sometimes money maybe this year something
organic. Orange stands for harvest and black
signifies death those are the colors. Now let’s get to
the trivia!!!!!
1. What movie convinced people to get rid of
their Ouija boards?
a. the exorcist
b. paranormal activity
2. What was used to simulate blood in the
(night of the living dead)?
a. ketchup
b. red food coloring
c. chocolate sauce
d. chunky salsa
e. Karo syrup
Fax or email me the answers and win a great
prize.jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

Recently South Korea voted to expand their school
lunch program to require each student to receive a
healthy free lunch as part of their education.
Standard fare for the Korean school lunch includes
the grain staple of rice and kimchi. Kimchi is
essentially fermented mixed with heavily spiced
vegetables. Most often kimchi is made from
cabbage.in addition to rice and kimchi students will
see tofu, calamari, broth based soups as well as
seasonal fruit and vegetable combinations.
Congratulations to our winners:
Brooke @ The Danielsen Co, Ann @ Rick &
Ann’s, Martha @ Executive Inn, Imelda @
Miraglia Catering, Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen,
Joanne @ Spike’s Produce, Victor @ Marina
Liquor & Deli, Nohemi @ Ronaker’s, Cindy @
Vegiworks.
Kelly Ripa
2nd
48
TV show host
Bruno Mars
8th
33
Pop singer
th
Evander Holyfield
19
56
Boxer
Kim Kardashian
21st
38
Reality star
th
Jaclyn Smith
26
73
Actress
“The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself………and spiders” Happy Halloween!

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

